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BernieBeatz.:NSBradio:.Tues. Night w/ guest DJ DC...
Posted by bernie - 2007/06/18 11:00
_____________________________________

Sup Peeps,

 Tomorrow night on NSBradio a special guest mix by DJ DC will be hitting the air-waves!!!

 Only on...http://a516.ac-images.myspacecdn.com/01253/51/55/1253055515_m.jpg
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Prominent Boston dj, DJ DC, will be showcased this week with a special guest mix comprised of the
tunage he played at TENSION opening for the Rogue Element.  This exclusive mix is NOT to be
missed!!

DJ DC grew up outside of Boston in the town of Milford. "It was the 70's and some of my earliest
memories revolve around the music that I was exposed to.  Early on disco and classic rock.  Then came
new wave, synth pop, funk and most important of all...electro."  Breakdancing and its music hit
mainstream america when DJ DC was in elementary school.  Imagine hearing Whodini's "Magic's Wand"
as an 8 year old.  It definitely had an effect on him with the electronic elements in the music being his
favorites.  The Who's "Eminence Front," The Car's "Moving In Stereo," Steve Miller's "Jet, AirLiner, and
Threshold," and Pink Floyd's "Welcome To The Machine" were rock tracks that featured great synth
sounds.  To him, those sounds MADE those songs...

...Fast foreward to today. DJ DC is a producer and dj.  Together with his collection of vinyl and classic
analog gear, he hopes to spread a pure sound.  A sound which focuses on electro breakbeats.  "This
was the beginning of electronic music as we know it and I pledge to spread it into the future," says DJ
DC.  After all electro was the sound of the future from the start. Listen to an electro track from any year
and it still sounds good, because it still sounds like the future.

http://www.myspace.com/djdc
http://www.groundcontrolmedia.com/sites/bb/forum/templates/acidtechgreen/images/banner.gif

::BernieBeatz::NSBradio::Tues. Night 1-3 GMT (8-10pm EST)::

============================================================================

Re: BernieBeatz.:NSBradio:.Tues. Night w/ guest DJ DC...
Posted by AliKat - 2007/06/19 00:41
_____________________________________

Noice!

============================================================================

Re: BernieBeatz.:NSBradio:.Tues. Night w/ guest DJ DC...
Posted by bernie - 2007/06/21 14:30
_____________________________________
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Tracklisting and Archive Available NOW--->Archive HERE :D 

Beat Monkeys - "Steelz Loves the Funk" - Brighton Breaks
General Midi - "The Westerner" - Distinctive
Groove Allegiance - "Roland's Revenge (Hexadecimal Mix)" - Splank!
Rogue Element - "Back Breaker" - Distinctive
Broke DJs - "Check Mate" - Cdr
Splitloop - "Ghettoblaster" - Supercharged

 - DJ DC Guest Mix - 
1    Chicken Lips - "He Not In" - Kingsize
2    Pole Kat - "Get It On" - Sinister
3    Brothers Bud Vs  THC -"Yap Yap" Fingerlickin
4    Dr. Akward - "Rock That Shit" - Reconnect
5    Baobinga + ID - "Recognise" - Fat
6    Scotty  Marz - "Hot Butta" - Barely Legal
7    Kickflip - "Take You Back" - Fat
8    Digital Base - "SuperFashion (General Midi mix)" - iBreaks
9    Unison - "Electrogirl (PJ's mix)" - Streetwise
10  Alex Metric + Sick Rick - "The Box" - Beats Records
11  Pole Kat - "Get It On (30hz mix)" - Sinister
12  Wax Equestrian - "Zig Zag Inc (Dopamine mix)" - Wut Eva
13  Agent K - "Montego" - Lowphat
14  Icey - "Under Construction (General Midi mix)" - Zone
15  Defkline + Red Polo - "Feel For You" - Hot Cakes
16  Whoodini - "Magics Wand (Quiver mix)" - White label
17  Drumattic Twins - "Hyperspeed" - Fingerlickin

Baobinga - "Shake it (Madox Mix)" - Mantra
Broke DJs - "Touch Your Toes (Remix)" - Cdr
Takomo - "Cold Sweat" - Breaksfm
4Kuba - "Taste of Flash" - Polar Red Cdr
Jono Fernandez - "Stitchface (Vandal mix)" - Title Fight
Soul of Man - "Acid Punch (Brother's Bud Re-lick)" - Fingerlickin
Goldilox & Kitty-D - "Crash House Rocks (SIMO and Mancub Mix)" - Sleevin
Rennie Pilgrem - "2 Freaks" - TCR
Icey - "Tasters" - Zone
But & Memo - "Black Betty" - white
Soul of Man - "Foxy Moron" - Fingerlickin
Backdraft - "Nicotine" - Botchit
Beat Assassins - "Shakedown Fauxhall & Brixton" - Mofo
Nursery of Nautiness - "Eye (Far Too Loud Remix) - Exceptional
Stormtroopers - "Creepy" - Viral
Bassnectar - "Ridiculous Wobble" - OM records
Unknown - "Ride on Time boot" - Ugly dub white
Bassment Jazz - "Where's Your Head At? (Stanton's Mix)" - unkown
Freestylers - "Security (Ctrl Z Remix) - Against the Grain
Freestyler, Pendulum - "Painkiller (Noisia Remix)" - Against the Grain
Another tune
Matrix, Futurebound - "Coast to Coast"- Viper

Further Bio Info on DJ DC
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DJ DC  has been involved in the Boston Underground EDM  scene since the early nineties.  He is a
founding member and resident with  Boston Breaks and Monstamind Productions.  Working to expose
the Northeast to breakbeats at various one off's and at the now legendary Tension @ The Phoenix
Landing.

Inspired by the early days of analog technology and a pile of records, he began producing and spinning
in his bedroom studio in 97.   After several years of experimentation he played his first live P.A. at the
Zeitgeist gallery in 2000 with a just a desktop computer.   This would be the catylist of his shift to
hardware.   With live sets at ZeroGsounds and Monstamind events under his belt he shifted his focus to
dj'ing.

Since then he has rocked dancefloors around new england and NYC. Whether it's nu or old DC'S sets
draw upon the versatility of the breakbeat.

Please enjoy responsibly :D  :D

============================================================================
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